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Introduction 
 
 Since the complete mapping of the human genome (in 2001)i1and the resultant 
identification of specific diseases and debilitating human conditions with specific gene 
mutations, scientists and the medical community have dreamed of the day when these gene 
mutations could be eliminated when the child is but a microscopic size embryo.   Gene editing 
for this purpose was approved by the British Parliament in 2015, the first clinic for gene editing 
received its license in 2016, and the first babies will be born in 2017.  The European Union 
granted patent approval for gene editing technology in March, 2017.  Embryonic gene editing 
has not yet been approved in the US.2     
 The question now has arisen, if gene editing can reduce the negative, can it also be used 
to increase the positive?  It is now theoretically feasible to modify a living embryo in such a way 
that the resultant child will be (choose one or more) stronger, smarter, more artistic, more 
beautiful, or have a specific personality type (leadership oriented for example).  Some question 
the ethics of such genetic modification.  Regardless of ethics (or legality), some expect that 
parents will jump at the chance to give their offspring any advantage in a society and culture 
built on meritocracy.  The cost of gene editing has dropped from $5000 (and taking months to 
accomplish) to $75 (and taking minutes to accomplish) from 2014 to 20163 
 The scientific community designates the gene editing procedure as CRISPR-CAS94. The 
procedure is akin to the “cut and paste” function of a word processing program.  The technique 
is also akin to having a smart scissors at the molecular sized level.  CRISPR has resulted in an 
avalanche of research paper publications as well as book length exposes of its applications.  For 
example, Jeff Bess’ Our Grandchildren Redesigned…Life in the Bioengineered Society of the Near 
Future states: 
 “The great wave of technological change will wash over our lives.  Its impact will be 
 similar in sweep and rapidity to the advent of computers, cell phones, and the Web, but 
 this time around it is not our gadgets that will be transformed, it is we ourselves, our 
 bodies, our minds…People will be able to sculpt their own selfhood over time, reshaping 
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 their bodies, augmenting their cognition, reconfiguring their character and personality.  
 We will live through this process year by year, marveling all the while at how malleable 
 our species turned out to be.”5    
 
This same book in the UK is perhaps more darkly titled Make Way for the Superhumans. 
Of course as authors and researchers the three of us remain skeptical of the claims of books 
whose purpose is to increase authorial net worth, yet the stunning increase in peer review 
papers on CRISPR compels us to ask, what may this mean for the youth ministry and youth 
ministry education?   
 
Research Questions 
  So then our first research question is simply “what may this mean?”  Our own 
conversation and reflection has led us to believe one answer may have something to do with 
“ability based” youth ministry programing.  Reasoning that mega church youth ministries may 
offer a wider range of options for youth participation, as well some models much smaller youth 
ministries may adopt. Our second research question, then, is “what different groupings do 
some very large churches offer and of these offerings, are any of them “ability based?”6   
  
 Our approach will be to first offer a brief historical recap of the gene editing quest, and 
then explore the current status of embryonic gene editing. Included will be an overview of the 
possible benefits and drawbacks.  We posit how this connects to sociological theory (after all, 
the potential change of all humanity for better or worse would be of more than casual interest 
to social theorists). Having laid this foundation, we explore how youth ministries in America’s 
largest church youth ministries “group” their students, and here we have a particular interest in 
“ability based” programing currently extant or anticipated.  We consider possible implications 
for our youth ministry programs (and youth ministry education) when these “enhanced” young 
people are old enough to enter church based youth ministry programs.   In what respect do 
current youth ministry programs offer options that are “ability based” In our interviews with 
mega church youth pastors we raised the question  “How might “ability based” programs need 
to be augmented in a brave new world where GMY (genetically modified youths) are 
commonplace?”  We also suggest additional implications that go beyond the implications for  
youth ministry programing and organization. 
 
Literature Review 
 Science sometimes seems like a continuously revolving door, a door in which many 
ideas enter undeveloped and exit on the other side fully functional with real-world implications 
and applications.  Scientific discoveries often serve to answer questions or solve problems. 
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In the case of CRISPR the problem first addressed is genetically triggered disabilities and gene 
mutations which increase the odds of life-threatening disease to near certainty.  One cannot 
deny deceases, unfortunately, are a very big part of the world that we live.  Yet what extremes 
should we go to fix these very things?  CRISPR seems to be the solution to many of these 
problems but evidently, CRISPR seems to come with problems of its own.  
 CRISPR is a current revolution in the life sciences that allows scientists to manipulate 
genes in almost any organism, and that these changes are inheritable.  That is, embryonic gene 
edits will be passed down to that child’s eventual children, and on through the generations. 
CRISPR  has very quickly become the tool of choice for genomic research, and most molecular 
and genetic laboratories are using it7. By precisely targeting a specific DNA sequence in the 
genome, a site-specific double-stranded break is created, using a nuclease. The cell then 
attempts to correct the damage by homology-directed repair (HDR), which makes it possible to 
introduce desired donor sequences.8  
 The possibilities are endless with such a revolution. John Parrington, who is a molecular 
biologist from the Oxford University, discusses these possibilities and explains how if the 
technology continues to advance, it would allow for growing of replacement organs, 
reconceptualizing treatment for mental illness, creation of virus-resistant plants and animals 
and much more.9 Yuval Noah Harari suggests CRISPR as well as the ability to grow replacement 
organs that will “fit” genetically with a recipient may mean and virtual immortality is possible. 
He posits that anyone in reasonably good health in the year 2050 will be able to “cheat death a 
decade at a time” as science continues to advance.10 11Jeremy Sugarman explains that this very 
method promises new treatments for many diseases, such as HIV. This germline editing might 
be the only means of treating genetic diseases, which are otherwise fatal in utero.12 CRISPR can 
also very well assist in correcting fault genes in an embryo, which would ultimately help to 
prevent burdensome procedures such as oocyte stimulation and selective abortion.   What if 
something goes wrong with the procedure?  Some scientists involved in this research have even 
suggested that a “reset” button be prepared.   A “reset button” that would serve as a second 
gene drive, resetting the gene to its original form. 13 
 To perform such a technique responsibility, there has to be a clear understanding of a 
need for it. Many question if humans, once aware of what can truly be done with such a 
powerful tool, would have the will powerful to use this responsibly.  Jessica Cussins and Mary 
Darnovsky’s concerns fall into two categories. The first is that an exception to the widespread 
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prohibitions against human gremlin engineering will open the door to other efforts to modify 
inheritable traits- that nuclear genome transfer is the thin end of a wedge that would lead to a 
world of genetically altered human beings.14  
 Of course despite all the research and peer review papers coming out about CRISPR, it is 
easy to shrug it off and think, "too farfetched,"  "never gonna happen in my lifetime."  That may 
well be but it is important to note the legal industry in the US is gearing up for litigation (and 
thus profit) scenarios that genetic modification may trigger.  Consider this scenario:   the 
procedure itself goes fine, but years later the child does not turn out as expected.  For example, 
she is too smart and cannot maintain anything like normal friendships and pair-bonding.  Can 
the parents litigate in this situation, no matter what kind of "wavers" they signed up front?  Or, 
another scenario:  the child, now a teenager, does not like the choices his parent made for him 
in-utero. The legal community is exploring right now at what age a person who has been 
modified can litigate against his parents because he does not like the choices made by the 
parents.   The legal infrastructure in America is taking CRISPR very seriously.15 16 17  Another 
indicator that, like it or not, gene editing will be an increasing part of our lives and 
consciousness that is that the global gene editing “market” is expected to be worth  $1.5 Billion 
by 2022.18  
  Interestingly, the global pharmaceutical industry has rebranded itself to prepare people 
for the large place genetic engineering has already and will have in the near future.   As their 
website Goboldly.com describes, they are now “Biopharmaceutical” companies, and that we 
are in a “new era of medicine.”19    Radio, TV, and Print advertising of biopharmaceuticals in the 
US began in 2017. 
 Taking the pros and cons into consideration, it can be quite difficult to decipher 
between what is right and wrong in a topic such as CRISPR. A tool created to better the lives of 
those in need for a gene correction can very well be the thing that ends human nature as we 
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know it, leading us to a place where our future generations are no longer “born that way” but 
rather, designed that way.  As word spread about CRISPR among scientists in 2012 many 
leaders called for an international summit on the issue.  It was held in Washington DC, 
December 3-5 2015 and was cosponsored by National Academy of Sciences (US), the Royal 
Society (UK) and the Chinese academy of Sciences.20 Some scientist are quite sure, right or 
wrong, ethical or not ethical, legal or illegal, when we can use CRISPR to prevent the bad, we 
can, and will, use CRISPR to enhance the good.   And this seeming inevitability brings us to think 
about youth ministry in the church, what implications there may be. 
 
 
Sociological Theory Context 
 Of course it would take a dissertation worthy word-count to consider how multiple 
streams of sociological thought would conceptualize and frame CRISPR and its successors as 
examples of social change .  Social change is a very big deal in sociological theorizing and 
discourse.  Here we will limit our brief comments to three early founders of sociology, Comte, 
Durkheim, and Marx.  Multiple theorists have subsequently built on their foundations, of 
course, yet we choose to illustrate sociological theory vis a vi CRISPR considering these early 
voices. 
 Auguste Comte, 1798-1857 (the first to coin the word “sociology”) was quite beholden 
to Darwin’s concept of evolution.  To Comte, change in society is just another example of 
evolution…it is natural, unavoidable, and progressive. 21  Furthermore it is continuous.  He was 
famous for what became known as “positivism”…the notion that all evolution (be it biological 
or societal) leads to improvement and betterment.  The specifics of CRISPR would be 
unimaginable to him, of course, but that this development, which hold both promise for 
repairing and/or enhancing the human animal, should happen at all would be considered by 
Comte to itself be quite natural.  
 Emil Durkheim  (1858-1917) would see our topic as an example of what happens in 
society when population increases.  The Durkheimian relevant term is “division of labor” whose 
outcome expresses itself toward increased specialization. 22  We can envision parents green-
lighting the DNA improvement of their children so as to give these children an advantage in a 
country and culture where there is not unlimited room in the economic and societal top-tier.  
Similarly, we can envision some parents facilitating the customization of their boys to have an 
enhancement package to include,” taller, stronger, faster, leader” as the eventual ticket to a 
full-ride basketball scholarship at a major university.  (A kind of genetic arms race, if you will.) 
We think Durkheim would classify CRISPR, at least in its early adoption years, as abnormal to 
cultural norms and thus potentially disruptive to exchange relationships and heretofore norms 
with a given cultural.  
 And of course once the issue of something disruptive within a culture or society is 
raised, we have entered the orbit of something interesting to Karl Marx (1818-1893).  As laid 
out in his Das Capital,  it is who owns the modes of production  that is the most important 
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aspect of a society.23  Said another way, economic consciousness determines everything.   To 
Marx virtually all conflict between nations or cultures or people-groups, comes down to the 
“haves” verses the “have nots.”  Indeed, many of the peer review papers on CRISPR deal with 
the ethics of raise this very issue….that embryonic gene editing done for enhancement purpose 
(as opposed to remedial purposes) will ultimate create a widening of the gap between those 
who have been genetically enhanced, and those who have not.24 25  In Marxian framework, 
conflict ultimately results in a new normal, the winners are winners and the losers try to cope.    
 

Data and Methods 
 As said above, we reasoned that it was in the mega church context that youth workers 
have to be experts in how to “group” youth in ways that not only are logistically doable, but 
meet the needs of hundreds, and in some cases, thousands of youth.  With that in mind the 
youth ministry leaders of 12 churches were contacted whose average weekly church 
attendance ranged from 2000-25000.    We were pleased that all twelve of these leaders 
responded to the invitation email, agreeing to fill out the online survey and participate in a 
followup  interview.   Standard human-subjects protocols were followed as well as “informed 
consent.”   Nyack College Institutional Human Subjects Research Review Board approved our 
procedures. 
 After the initial “YES” responses came in, the survey link was sent in mid April 2017 and 
all responses were in by May 3, 2017.  On the survey respondents were asked to name three 
day-time windows and how they wish to be contacted (text or email)to set up the phone 
interview.  Interviews began the last week of May and were completed by June 14th. 
 We acknowledge that this is exploratory research using a “convenience” sample.  The 
survey responses are true only for the ones filling out the survey, and are not generalizable 
beyond.  We were seeking “what is” not “what ought.”     
 The survey was marketed as primarily about “grouping” of youth.  In the interview the 
larger purpose of the survey was presented.  All of the respondents were VERY interested in 
CRISPR and had not considered the possibility of any implications/application regarding the 
future of youth ministry. Having said that, most quickly were able to offer insights, ideas, 
regarding the inclusion of some “ability based” opportunities within their own ministries as well 
as other  possible implication.  It was indeed very heartening for us as a research team to 
experience the openness, passion, innovative spirit of these leaders. 
 
Results and Discussion 
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Table 1: Weekly Church Attendance  
 

 
  
 
  
As seen in Table 1, these were large to very large churches.  We promised them anonymity so 
thus the names and locations of the churches are not revealed in this paper. New and 
upcoming influences on youth ministry are important for all youth workers to understand. We 
surveyed these large churches to see how they “grouped” youth and  collect their thoughts on 
the upcoming technology in gene editing .    And do large churches have large youth 
groups?  No ambiguity in this regard, as Table 2 reveals. 
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Table 2: Number of Middle Schoolers and High Schoolers 

 
The surveyed churches deal with hundreds to thousands of youth in a given week. In this array 
of youth they will be most likely to first experience the new changes in youth and youth 
ministry.  
  
 Table 3: Volunteers  
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Hundreds to thousands of youth require leadership and organization. The youth workers we 
surveyed are in command of many volunteers who work with youth consistently. Their 
organization and attention to detail in culture and technology is key to their ministries being 
successful.  
 
Table 4: Education 
 
  
  

 
The survey revealed that the youth workers surveyed were educated highly and they desire to 
be educated further. 66.67% already have their masters. Over half desire to study further. With 
this we can see that participants continually desire to add more to their education.  
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After these basics of church size and group size, the survey queried regarding groupings.  In 
Table 5 are the responses to listed (in the survey) possible grouping  
Table 5: Groupings 
  

Basic Groupings  Number of churches with groups 

Sunday School (SS) classes by year in school 4 

SS classes by other 1 

SS classes by gender 2 

Main youth group meeting 11 

Regional group meeting 4 

Small groups as part of main 9 

Small group outside of main meeting  10 

Other 9 

  
 We find it interesting that youth Sunday school is practiced in less than half of these youth 
ministries.   A main youth group meeting and small groups are the most used. 
 Next the survey tuned to groups that some kind of ability, either already possessed by 
the young person or ability that could be learned.  This was a “blank” item, respondents 
entered the ones they currently included in their ministry groupings. 
  
Table 6: Ability Based Grouping 
  

Different Groupings Number of Churches with 
groups 

Junior high leadership team  2 

High school leaders  1 

Tech Team 5 

Leadership Team (general) 5 

Youth Choir 4 

Youth Band  9 
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Hospitality Team 1 

Senior Interns  1 

Creative team  1 

Orchestra  1 

Handbells 2 

Campus ministry  1 

Drama Team  1 

Other various ability based teams  1 

  
Among the twelve youth ministries surveyed, having a band was the most used way in which 
gave youth some kind of “up front” or “leadership opportunity.   
  
  
 
 
Summary and Conclusions 
 
So we ask the question: What will GMY (genetically modified youth) mean for youth ministry? 
During our phone conversations with the surveyed mega church youth pastors we explored the 
effects of GMY entering the youth group setting. Continually we were struck with the reality 
that youth ministry hasn’t thought of the implications until now.  
  
“All youth groups have rock stars and wallflowers”, one mega church pastor tells us. We already 
see the differences between youth and their abilities and talents when they are not modified. 
When asking the question of how this would influence their youth ministries we found the 
necessary key for youth ministry: adaptation. Youth ministry has always had to adapt to culture, 
new technologies, and science before anyone else with youth leading many new things in our 
world today. Embracing the new enhancements and advantages is key. Finding places for youth 
to serve in their strong suits is key for youth ministry. One leader expresses how they would not 
design different groups other than they do now. There is no need to continue to segregate 
youth by ability because they are already naturally set apart. Having GMY will allow these youth 
to take much more ownership of interested areas of ministry because of their higher 
advancements. Overall, youth pastors would look to use GMY to increase the different ministry 
interests of the youths for their own benefit.  We certainly grant the prescience of this 
comment.  Only time will tell, quite literally.   

However, after studying the survey results, hearing and understanding the ideas and 
feedback given in the follow up interviews, and considering our own youth ministry experience 
as well as reading youth ministry academic and “popular” resources, we have identified five 
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issues for the future of youth ministry that are germane to a future that includes youth who 
have experienced some one genetic enhancement or perhaps a package of enhancements.   
  
Student Leadership 
  
As seen  in Table 6, 66.6% of the mega church youth ministries offered  kind some kind of 
student leadership opportunities. We believe, of course, that student leadership is important 
without regard to a GMY  genetically modified youth ) future.  However, given the likelihood of 
a GMY future, and given the likelihood that many parents will want to give their children a 
genetic leadership oriented default personality,  the youth ministries that are able to offer 
meaningful student leadership opportunities will be best able to attract and retain students 
who are “leadership enhanced.” 
        Student leadership comes in a variety of forms and there is not only one “right” way to 
facilitate this in youth ministry, yet we believe student leadership opportunities should include 
several features: 

1. There is some kind of selection or application process. 
2. There is accountability for agreed upon norms. 
3. Student leaders meet regularly and make decisions about aspects of the ministry. 
4. Student leaders are “up front” routinely, either in small group settings or large group 

settings. 
        We offer two possible exemplars:   
        Though recent leadership has moved the youth ministry in a different direction, a large 
mostly African American church in NYC, with 1200 young people regularly attending, offered 
over 40 small groups according to interest/ability.   These included groups in the categories of 
administration, music, athletics, dance, and auxiliary (such as drama, sign language, peer 
counseling).  These groups were entirely led by 17 and  18 year olds, who had to go through a 
rigorous application process to be selected as a trainee as 15 or 16 year olds.  They were 
mentored for a year and became leaders of their group in their senior year in high school.  
        A church on the West coast had a structure with a student leadership team (12 
students) meeting twice monthly for accountability (such as, “Who have you spoken with in 
youth group in the last two weeks that you don’t normally speak with?”), ministry training, 
planning, and prayer.   In this ministry, outside of the weekly youth group meeting, all events 
are entirely planned by students, not adults. The policy of the youth pastor was “the larger the 
event, the higher percent of “up front” time is led by students.   Any large scale event is led 
entirely by students; no adult is up front, ever.  As this youth ministry grew (to over 150) the 
group was further divided into “teams” of 30, each of which had its own student leadership 
team of 5.  That decision upped the leadership opportunity structure from the original 12 to an 
additional 25 student leaders. 
  Already we see that these groupings have to do with ability. We see not only leadership 
groupings, but ones of artistic and musical talent. According to Table 6, worship bands are most 
popular for ability based groupings in mega churches. The talents of their youth are used to 
benefit ministry and help bring culture to a group. Thinking about GMY eventually coming into 
our groups who have talents makes us wonder what youth groups will look like in 
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tomorrowland. When genetically enhanced youth come to youth group age these groupings 
may expand and get more intense.  
  
  
Additional Enhancement Targeted Ability Based Groupings     

High achiever Sunday School Elective 
One youth ministry we came across offered an elective system for their middle and high 

school Sunday school.  They experienced good success in that the youth loved to have choices, 
and were able to make choices based on their own interests, personality, and friendship 
group.  One elective that was particularly successful, yet generated some negative feedback 
was an elective Sunday School class that had requirement to be allowed in: 

1.GPA in school of 3.5 or above. 
2.Purchase of book for class required. 
3.Class members would write three papers and make three presentations to the 
class during the 12 week duration of the class. 
4.  Only two absences allowed in the 12 weeks, A third absence triggers an 
automatic drop from the class. 
5.  Limit of 12 in the class, no exceptions. 

This class, , it seems to us, would be ideal for youth have had intellectual enhancements...which 
implies they grasp concepts more readily,  see applications and implications more quickly, and 
be better at critical thinking. 

As it turns out, the first time this class was offered in this youth ministry some parents 
were FURIOUS when this class was announced.  They wanted their kid in that class and why 
couldn’t the cutoff be 3.2 instead of 3.5?    

Also, as it turned out, the class always had a waiting list...that is, too many youth 
wanted to be in the class and were told they would have to wait until the next quarter to get 
in.   We’re told that the youth themselves, loved the class as, at last, they were learning 
something and being challenged. 
 Levels of Ability Opportunities:  The Arts 
 The church in NYC already mentioned had a structure already (although unknowingly) 
geared for a GMY future.  For example, their different dance ministry groups were calibrated 
similar to beginner, intermediate, and advance.  To be in advanced, one had to be truly 
amazing, almost ready for Broadway amazing.   Drama groups, same idea.  Within the category 
of Music Ministry, which included ten different groups, was the “Rapper’s Guild.”   It is 
conceivable that in a GMY future, some parents would chose an enhancement package that 
included rhythm, rhyme, and linguistic availability...either as a potential future path to fame & 
fortune, or ministry opportunity.   Parents who knew of a church that catered honored and 
honed future rappers would certainly want their son or daughter to be part of it.  
  
In addition to the above specific youth ministry features, we offer three additional subject areas 
that are part of youth ministry which will be impacted in a GMY future 
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Identity 
One area of interest was the effects of GM on a youth’s understanding of their identity in who 
God made them to be. After raising this question to megachurch youth leaders, they all replied 
with the same idea that God is still in control of instilling identity within youth who are even 
crafted with the help of science. Identity is usually a major topic for most youth groups to 
discuss, it is the way in which a youth sees and understands themselves. One core value of one 
youth group was a focused celebration of God creating a student just the way they were meant 
to be created. One apprehension is the way that this message would be received by someone 
who was enhanced to be modified by not only God, but biotechnicians. Not only were they 
modified, they were modified by their parents with no choice of their own, which could have 
many extenuating problems in the legal realm. One leader reminds us that science and God 
interact in the process of creating someone. God provides the building blocks to create a 
person, even for genetic modification..  We think of in vitro as a common occurrence for many 
people unable to naturally conceive, with the influence of doctors to use God’s building blocks 
to create a baby. One youth leader speaks of the tragic occurrence of one parents’ comment of 
their teenager not being made by God, but by in vitro, science. This youth leader went on to 
state the truth that God truly the one in control, science doesn’t give the calling to our youth. 
Genetically modified or not, God gives the calling and the message of the Gospel doesn’t 
change.  
  
Parents 
Another major area GM will effect is parenting…primarily because modifying their babies will 
be a parent’s decision and parents have the largest influence in a youth’s life. Youth leaders will 
have to continue to adapt to parents choices, learning how to address the biggest issues. First, 
we deal with our present scenario where kids are already specializing in one area of sports, 
music, art, or academics. Parents are already willing to get their kids the best of the best to 
train their kids to be professionals in one area. Some of the megachurch leaders speak of their 
youth being on pre-olympic teams as 12 year olds, among many other advanced teams.26 One 
youth leader points out parents are already living through their kids, now with GM they will be 
able to intensify their child's advancement in a certain area even before birth. Expectations are 
already highly weighing on a child, but with this “insurance” of ability parents will be sure to see 
results. One youth leader speaks of the necessity to address these expectations on youth. Yet 
they think that even though we address the danger areas of the new GM there would probably 
be little to no change because parents would be paying for the advantages. Parents should still 
allow options to their children, the free will to choose what they want to be participating in 
even if they are genetically modified. This raises a bigger question; will students even come 
through the door if they are intensely focused on their modified talents? Will faith even be of 
importance to teens and parents? 
  
Faith 
 Lastly, we can think about what these new sciences will change for the development and 
expression of faith for a GMY. One youth leader we interviewed put it this way, “In the arena of 
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faith, we can see the fruit of faith. Each student has a certain faith, intellectual, feeling, serving, 
among others. We want to play into those strengths while not segregating their different 
strengths.” He went on to express how if a GMY is enhanced and geared to express their faith in 
one way, it may be hard for them to express and experience God in other ways. This should be 
something to be attentive to because there may be an increase of segregation by enhancement 
even within church communities. For example their services may be primarily intellectual or 
artistic in expression. Another leader expressed the idea how we already see these groups by 
interest and ability and we praise them for their unity, but will this become overdone. This will 
be an “elevation of culture as we know it”. GMY seems like a huge change and difference, but 
this will become naturally, the new normal. GMY will learn how to see Christ and their culture 
come together. Many of the megachurch ministers brought up that regardless of how much we 
mess with life, God is still sovereign. It may be considered that the giving of certain gifts be man 
given over God given. One even brought up that when it comes to spiritual gifts today even 
though someone has a gift doesn’t mean they use it. GMY may be modified, but their giftings 
will still be used to benefit the Kingdom of God. We understand that a person's faith may 
become more complicated, yet will all be figured out with time.  
 Our interviews with mega church pastors suggest more could be done at a youth-
ministry-education level to help prepare youth workers for social change.  Change is nothing 
new to youth workers, of course.   Topics such as sexting, gender confusion and the potential 
downside of social media have recently been added to the agenda of youth worker seminars 
and classroom training.    In the near future we believe this topic could well be added to the 
agenda of providers of youth ministry training and resources.    Of special concern, we believe, 
is helping youth workers gain theological perspective on God’s role in creation of the individual 
personhood. 
  

**** 
 One who reads the peer-review literature and the increasingly frequent discussions of genetic 
engineering in other literature cannot help but acknowledge the near certainty the quote we 
began with: 
 The great wave of technological change will wash over our lives.  Its impact will be similar in 
sweep and rapidity to the advent of computers, cell phones, and the Web, but this time around 
it is not our gadgets that will be transformed, it is we ourselves, our bodies, our minds”27 
 
Our hope, our prayer even, is that in this future the church will not be left behind.  We pray 
youth workers will help lead the way in helping the church, its families, and its youth navigate 
the social and cultural developments that will be crashing over us in the coming years.  
  
  
Suggestions for Future Research 
 

We suspect most youth workers or youth work trainers are not going to run out and get Ph.D’s 
in gene-sciences, or microbiology.   The best most of us can do is to be aware and keep reading 
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as developments occur.  In surveying the youth pastors in our study, however, we wonder to 
what extent the facilitation of student leadership is covered in youth ministry degree programs. 
Similarly, we see youth workers who have 30 50, or 200 volunteers under them and we wonder 
what is the state of youth ministry education on the topic of volunteers.  We also wonder if 
there will be a need for future research when it comes to curriculum development. What will 
engage Christian youth who are intellectually enhanced?? 
 Specifically related to future research related to GMY, there are many places research 
will be needed as we begin to experience GMY in real time.  This will be the new generation, 
Generation Alpha.   Just as other subpopulations of young people have been studied in the past 
(“at risk” youth, for example), the new generation which includes “the enhanced” will similarly 
be studied.  More importantly, perhaps will be the theological heavy lifting needed to arm 
youth workers with theological frameworks to understand and interpret these social changes 
and concomitant cultural developments. 
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